SPIRITUS
So Philip, what is the idea behind your
design of the ‘Spiritus’ typeface?

than OTF alternative features as these keys
are of course very easy to access.

A few years ago I played around with some
glyph sketches that reﬂected the era of
European knights, castles and cathedrals.
I looked for shapes that I felt might be in
sympathy with the architecture of the
old buildings. Also, I wanted to include
decoration that hinted at the weaponry
of the period, the secret societies and
the mysteries of those times. My ﬁrst
attempts were far too architectural with
lots of Norman arches or too explicit items
such as swords. My hope was for the glyphs
to ‘suggest’ this era rather than force it
too much. This would also help the ﬁnal
typeface suit a wider range of usage such
as ﬁlm and TV titling, book jackets, and the
drinks industry etc.

How do you see Spiritus being different to
other so-called ‘Gothic’ style typefaces
out there?

Why is Spiritus caps only with no true
lower case as such?
A good question. I think that I was being
lead by what I saw as ﬁlm titles, where caps
only are pretty common. However, I very
much wanted an alternate set of caps that
could be ‘mixed and matched’ with the main
caps. The caps on the lower case keys are a
little more reserved and conventional and
in some cases these might be a good option.
I chose to exploit the lower case keys rather

Well, to be honest, I do not really regard
my design as ‘Gothic’ as such. Maybe
we need to think what that term might
mean? A quick Google search for ‘gothic
fonts images’, reveals a really wide range
of results that tend to lean to the ‘Black
Letter’ style. My hope was more of a subtle
hint at themes such as ‘The Arts & Crafts
Movement’, ‘Victorian’, ‘Middle Ages’,
‘Knights & Damsels’, ‘Art Nouveau’, ‘Royalty’
and ‘Spirituality’ etc.
However, I also wanted the typeface to be
quite ﬂexible and not be too strongly tied to
‘historical’ themes as such. My hope is that
is will be suitable for other uses as well. For
example, the capital ‘E’ is a curved ‘Celtic’
style and could suggest such an Irish/
Scottish ﬂavour. (Maybe a whisky label?).

SPIRITUS: Character Set
(Enables setting in French, German & Spanish languages)
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Spiritus OR SPIRITUS
sPiRiTus or SpIritUs
‘Spiritus’ is meant for
mixing and matching:
This Is ‘Spiritus’ Set in
Caps And Lower Case.
THIS IS ‘SPIRITUS’ SET IN
CAPS ONLY.
this is ‘spiritus’ set in
lower case only.
ThIs Is ‘SpIrItUs’ SeT iN
aLtErNaTiVe CaP & lOwEr
CaSe GlYpHs.
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St BRIDE’S CHURCH
Fleet Street London EC4Y 8AU
*
Long Associated With
Newspapers & The press
*
Designed by Sir Christopher Wren
in 1672
*
A hidden gem, just off Fleet Street.

St Bride’s is one of the oldest Churches in London. Due to
its location in Fleet Street, it has long links to the world
of newspapers and journalists. With the old metal fonts
in mind, it seemed an appropriate inclusion in my typeface
brochure.
The church was destroyed in the ‘great Fire Of London’
in 1666, but re-opened in 1675. The spire, often called ‘the
Wedding Cake’, was completed in 1703. Its shape is said to be
the original inspiration of the tiered wedding cake design.
Fire bombs destryoed much of the church in 1940.
It was re-built and opened again in 1957.
Escape the hustle and bustle, for a tranquil time in this
beautiful church.
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Philip Kelly Digital Design End User License Agreement
By purchasing and installing the Philip Kelly Digital Design font/s, you accept the terms and
conditions of this agreement.
License Rights Of use
Up to 4 computers: 1 license.
Up to 10 computers: 2 licenses.
Up to 20 computers: 3 licenses.
Up to 50 computers: 6 licenses.
Up to 100 computers: 10 licenses.
Up to 200 computers: 15 licenses.
Up to 500 computers: 30 licenses.
Up to 1000 computers: 50 licenses.
You can purchase additional licenses at any time.
The number of output devices is not restricted, provided that these devices do not store the
font software permanently.
Restrictions
You may install and use this font software for the purpose of reproducing typeface designs.
You may take a copy of the font software to a commercial printer or service bureau for printing your documents only if the printer or service bureau has purchased a license to use that
particular font software (documents with embedded fonts see Embedding). You may not sell,
rent, lease, sublicense, give, lend, or further distribute the font software or any copy thereof.
You agree that you will not distribute any part of the software through any online service,
on the Internet, CD-ROM or DVD. These require the purchase of a Special License. The Font
Software may not be installed or used on a server that can be accessed via the Internet or
other external network system (a system other than a LAN) by Workstations, which are not
part of a licensed area. Fonts used with a server based application require a Special License
Extension for Servers. If your printed publications contain an imprint, the names of the font
and the foundry have to be mentioned, e.g. ‘Type set in “Font Name” from Philip Kelly Digital
Design’.
Copyright
You agree that the font software is owned by Philip Kelly Digital Design, and its structure, organization and code are the valuable trade secrets of Philip Kelly Digital Design. You acknowledge that the software is protected by the United States Copyright Law, by the copyright and
design laws of other nations, and by international treaties. You agree to treat the font software as you would any other copyrighted material, such as a book. You may not copy the font
software, with the exception of making one (1) unmodiﬁed copy for personal archival purposes only. You agree not to modify, adapt, convert, translate, reverse engineer, decompile,
disassemble, alter, or create derivative works of the font software. By purchasing a license
you accept that Philip Kelly Digital Design retains the “Intellectual Property Rights” of the
font software.
Embedding
You may embed Philip Kelly Digital Design font/s into documents for in-house use. You may
take a document with embedded Philip Kelly Digital Design font/s to a commercial printer or
service bureau for printing as a PDF only, unless the commercial printer or service bureau also
has purchased a license. To publish documents with embedded fonts (e.g. on Web or CD Rom
or DVD ) you need a special license agreement, depending on the technolog y used and the
scale of publishing.

Warranty
Philip Kelly Digital Design does not and cannot warrant the performance or results you may
obtain by using the software. In no event will Philip Kelly Digital Design be liable to you for any
consequential incidental or special damages, including any lost proﬁts or lost savings. The
license granted herein is effective until terminated. This agreement shall automatically terminate upon failure by you to comply with its terms. Upon termination, you must destroy the
original and any copies of the software. This agreement may only be modiﬁed by Philip Kelly
Digital Design

‘Spiritus’ Typeface, ONE License Prices

How many licenses do I need?

Spiritus

Up to 4 computers: 1 license.
Up to 10 computers: 2 licenses.
Up to 20 computers: 3 licenses.
Up to 50 computers: 6 licenses.
Up to 100 computers: 10 licenses.
Up to 200 computers: 15 licenses.
Up to 500 computers: 30 licenses.
Up to 1000 computers: 50 licenses.

£15.00 per License

At this time we can only accept payment by:
- Bank Transfer: (details on request)
- PayPal to: pkdigital@pkfont.co.uk
You can fund your PayPal payments by:
- PayPal Balance
- Instant Bank Transfer
- eCheque (takes seven to nine business days)
- Credit or debit card

You can purchase additional licenses
at any time. The number of output
devices is not restricted, provided
that these devices do not store the
font software permanently.

46 Nursery Fields
Hythe Kent CT21 4DS
United Kingdom
Tele Fax 01303 269452
E: pkdigital@pkfont.co.uk
W: www.pkfont.co.uk
(Brochure text set in my ‘Sendai typefaces’)

